
POGNAE SMART HIPSEAT

What is the Pognae Smart Hipseat? 
The Pognae Smart Hipseat is a true 3 in 1 baby carrier.
The Smart Hipseat can be used as a hipseat, cross type
hipseat or the carrier type hipseat.  Ergonomically 
designed to evenly distribute your baby’s weight on your
body, the Smart Hispeat reduces strain on your spine,
shoulder and arms.  Moldable shoulder straps with a soft 
mesh lining coupled with a softly padded waist belt
and extra padding at the body’s major pressure points, 
ensures that the Smart Hipseat will be the most comfortable 
carrier you’ve ever worn. 

The 3 in 1 Pognae Smart Hipseat gives you the versatility you need to carry your baby in  
any season or situation, making child caring that much easier.

hipseat+wrapper+single
shoulder strap (cross-type)

hipseat+wrapper+
double shoulder strap (carrier type)



While your baby requires full
head support 

(newborn to 3 months)

When your baby still requires 
some head support 

(3 to 4 months)

When your baby can support 
their own head 
(5 to 6 months)

When your baby can stand up
(12 months)

Cross type  hipseat

Carrier type hipseat

  Since babies grow and develop at di�erent rates, you must monitor your baby's development to decide when to use the 
  Pognae Smart Hipseat in the positions shown above.

Recommended use by age (in months)

Before holding head up 
newborn to 3 months

3.5kg (8lb)

Still needs some head support
3 to 4 months

6.0kg (13lb)

Can support own head
6 months

7.5kg (16lb)

When your baby can stand
12 months
9.5kg (21lb)



What is the Pognae Hipseat?
The Pognae Hipseat is an easy-to-use baby carrier 
that allows you to carry your baby without having 
to worry about any straps or buckles.  The Pognae 
Hipseat sits comfortably on your hip and allows you 
to hold your  baby while relieving strain from your 
spine, pelvis and arms. 

The Pognae Hipseat is the perfect carrier for carrying your 
baby around the house.  You can easily lift and put down 
your baby without having to worry about any straps or 
buckles.  Speci�cally designed to address one of the root
causes of adult back pain, the Hipseat provides a �rm shelf
for the child to sit on, providing support from underneath.   
Instead of twisting the spine, the Hipseat allows you to stand 
straight, providing comfort and security for both you and
your child.

Before holding head up - laying position
After holding head up - sitting facing in, 
sitting facing out, side carry

13kg (28lb) or less

88cm (35 inches) or less

24 months or less

Newborn to 24 months*

*Since babies grow and develop at di�erent rates, you must monitor your baby's development to decide 
when to use the Pognae Hipseat in the recommended age ranges.

When to you use your Pognae Hipseat:

When carrying your baby around the house and you need to frequently
put him/her down.

When patting your baby down after a meal

When comforting your baby or putting him/her to sleep

When taking your baby out for short distances

When wearing your baby carrier becomes uncomfortable



Inner Mesh Lining

Design

Padded Sitting Cushion
Dual connection ring

Anti-slip seat

Waist Buckle

Hipseat Wearing Guide

1. Put the waist belt on your waist 
above the pelvis with the padded
sitting cushion at your back.

2. While inhaling, wrap the waist 
belt around your waist and velcro 
the webbing belt.

3.  Make sure the that the 
Velcro is �rmly in place and 
centered.  

4. Connect the buckle making sure 
to hear for the clicking noise.  
Tighten the waist belt so that it 
hugs your waist �rmly.  

5. Turn the hipseat from the 
back to the front.

6.  Place the hipseat to the left, 
right or in front of the belly.

7.  Make sure the  hipseat is 
sitting comfortably on your 
waist and that the hipseat
is securely fastened.

8.  Lift your baby up onto the 
padded sitting cushion.  You must
always have a hand on your baby
while he/she is sitting on the 
hipseat.



Cross type hipseat: Hipseat + wrapper panel + single shoulder strap

For 4 to 6 months to 24 months*
Front carry facing in, front carry facing out, side carry

13kg (28lb) or less

88cm (25 inches) or less

4 to 6 months to 24 months

*Since babies grow and develop at di�erent rates, you must monitor your baby's development to decide when to use the 
Pognae Smart Hipseat in the cross type position.  Please use the recommended ages as a reference.

The cross-type hipseat provides extra support 
while still providing the convenience of being 
able to lift and put down your baby with ease.  
The single shoulder strap provides support but 
leaves a little bit of wiggle room to keep both you 
and your baby cool on those hot summer days. 

Uses for the cross type carrier:
When you require extra shoulder support as your baby grows

For warm days when you want a little more breathing room between 
you and your baby 

When you want to use the hip carry position

For carrying your baby medium distances  

Warning: When using the single shoulder strap for the cross type hipseat, you can only 
carry your baby in front.  Do not carry your baby in the back.  For extra caution,  use one arm to support your baby's back at all times.

Design

Expansion zipper
Wrapper panel

Single shoulder strap

Dual connecting device



Cross type hipseat wearing guide

1. Put on your hipseat 
following the instructions 
for How to Wear Your 
Hipseat on the previous 
page.  Connect the zipper 
on the wrapper panel to 
the zipper on the hipseat. 

2.  Make sure that the 
wrapper panel is securely
zipped in.  Also, make sure
to fasten the Dual 
Connecting Device (see
instructions later on how
to connect the Dual 
Connecting Device).  

3. With the padded 
sitting cushion centered
in front of you, lift your 
baby onto the hipseat
facing in or facing out.

4.  While securely holding 
your baby with one hand, 
put on the shoulder strap 
with your other hand.  
Make sure to connect  
the shoulder rotation 
buckle securely.

5.  With the single shoulder
strap securely fastened, 
make sure your baby is 
sitting down and centered 
on the hipseat. We
recommend that you
always have one hand
securing your baby while 
using the cross type carrier.

Tip: When using the cross type hipseat, please tuck away the lateral 
rotation buckle into the pocket on the wrapper panel.

Picture of the lateral rotation 
buckle exposed 
(The lateral rotation buckle is 
only needed when using the 
carrier type hipseat)

Fold and insert the lateral rotation buckle into the pocket as shown Picture of lateral rotation 
buckle inserted inside the 
pocket



Carrier type hipseat: hipseat + wrapper panel + double shoulder strap

For 4 to 6 months to 36 months*
Front carry facing in, front carry facing out,
back carry 

15 kg (33lb) or less

~95cm (37 inches) or less

4 to 6 months to 36 months

Features a sleeping hood that neatly tucks 
into a zippered pocket  
With thickly padded shoulder straps lined with a soft mesh, the 
carrier type hipseat is ideal for long trips.  The carrier type hipseat 
combines the convenience of a hipseat and the support and comfort 
of a baby carrier.  The hipseat assures that your baby will be sitting properly 
whether facing in or facing out.

Uses for the carrier type hipseat:
When you require extra shoulder support for longer wearing times

When you need to free your hands to do other things

When you want to carry your baby facing out in a proper seating position

When you want to use the back carry position

When carrying your baby long distances

Wrapper panel

Double shoulder strap

*Since babies grow and develop at di�erent rates, you must monitor your baby's development to decide when to use the 
Pognae Smart Hipseat in the carrier type position.  Please use the recommended ages as a reference.

Design



Carrier type hipseat wearing guide

1.  Connect the wrapper 
panel with the shoulder 
straps to your hipseat.
See instructions on 
how to wear your 
hipseat on the previous
page.

2. With the hipseat 
centered in front of you, 
lift your baby onto the 
padded sitting pad 
either facing in or out.

3. While securely holding 
your baby with one hand, 
put on the shoulder strap 
with your other hand.  
Swap hands, making sure 
to securely hold your baby 
while you put on the other 
shoulder strap.

4. With both straps on, 
make sure your baby is 
sitting down centered 
on the hipseat.  Reach 
behind your upper 
back and connect the 
chest buckle.

5. Adjust the length of 
the shoulder straps so that 
your baby is sitting upright.  
It might help to use one 
hand to lift your baby close 
to your chest while you 
vtighten the strap with your 
other hand.

Make sure that all the buckles are connected securely after getting your baby into the carrier.  Always make sure that your baby has
enough breathing room when strapped into the carrier.  Your are responsible for making sure your baby has enough breathing room
at all times.  There should be at least 2 inches of clerance below your baby’s chin

CARRYING POSITIONS

Facing-in
(hipseat)

Facing-in 
(cross type)

Facing-out
(cross type)

Facing-out
(hipseat)

Back carry
(carrier type)

Facing-out
(carrier type)

Facing-in
(carrier type)

With sleeping hood
(carrier type)



The Pognae Smart Hipseat Carrier features a dual connecting 
device as an  extra safety measure while carrying your baby.  
The wrapper panel  is connected to the hipseat with a dual connecting 
device.  This is to ensure that the wrapper panel does not get disconnected 
while carrying your baby.  In addition to the zipper that connects 
the hipseat to the wrapper panel, there are two Velcro straps to provide 
extra support in the case that the zipper becomes undone while carrying 
your baby.

1. Close the zipper between the 
wrapper panel and the hipseat.

2. Move the pull tab so that it is 
pointing inward (as shown in the picture). 
This locks the zipper and provides an extra 
safety measure to prevent the zipper from 
opening while carrying your baby.

3. Cover the zipper by �ipping up the �ap 
underneath.

4. Loop the Velcro strap through the 
hooks and Velcro the straps �rmly in 
place.

5.  This is a picture of the hipseat attached
to the wrapper panel with the dual
connecting device.

A true 3-in-1 carrier that 
is simple and easy to use

Simple and easy to adjust

The Pognae Smart Hipseat provides a large and comfortable seating area 
for your baby, and gives you extra support with either the single or 
double shoulder straps.   The height of the chest strap on the double
shoulder straps can be adjusted up or down, to accomodate varying 
heights of the user.  When you are using the back carry position with the 
carrier type hipseat, make sure to pull down the chest buckle so that it 
does not choke your neck.



WARNINGS AND 
HELPFUL SAFETY TIPS

Before using the Pognae Smart Hipseat, make sure to check if all buckles, snaps, straps and seams are secure and undamaged. 
Do not use the Pognae Smart Hipseat if there is any damage to the buckles or seams.

Read instructions thoroughly before using your Pognae Smart Hipseat.

The Hipseat should be worn around the waist, not the pelvis.  

In order to provide optimal support and alleviate strain on your waist and back, make sure to tighten the hipseat webbing belt
�rmly around your waist.

We recommend you stand or sit on a soft surface (bed or sofa) when putting on the Pognae Smart Hipseat with your baby
the �rst few times.

Make sure the Velcro on the hipseat webbing belt is centered and connected correctly to ensure the best safety.

Make sure to listen for a clicking sound when connecting the waist buckle or the chest buckle to ensure that the buckle is
securely fastened.

Never undo the waist buckle on the Hipseat while carrying your baby.  Undo the waist buckle last after putting your baby down.

Never bend over at the waist while carrying your baby.  Bend at the knees.

Only use the back carry position when your baby is capable of supporting his/her own head for extended periods of time.

When putting on the Pognae Smart Hipseat with your baby the �rst few times, we recommend that you have someone assist
you until you get more comfortable with the process.  We de�nitely recommend assistance when trying the back carry position 
the �rst few times.

Make sure your baby has enough breathing room when strapped in either the cross type or carrier type hipseat position.  You are
responsible for making sure that your baby has enough breathing room at all times.

Use common sense when baby wearing!  Never perform any task that could put your baby at risk when carrying your baby with
the Pognae Smart Hipseat.  The carrier should not be used while performing strenuous activities.  You are responsible for the
safety of your baby.

By purchasing this product, you acknowledge that the manufacturer or distributor accepts no responsibility for the injury/damage
due to the use/misuse of this product.  You are responsible for the safety of your baby.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
Always remove the molding foam in the padded sitting cushion before washing.

Always connect the Velcro before washing.

Make sure to connect every buckle and close every zipper before washing.

If machine washing, wash on gentle/delicate in cold water with a neutral/mild detergent.  Do not use bleach or fabric softener.

We recommend that you hand wash your Pognae Smart Hipseat in cold water.

Tumble dry on low or hang dry.  If you hang dry, we recommend that you let your carrier dry in the shade, as the sun
will cause color fading.

Due to color fading, we suggest not washing your carrier frequently.


